which he called Turuwul and said was spoken by
the now extinct tribe of Port Jackson and Botany
Bay. Collins (1798) called this tribe Gwiya gal
(Eades).

'man' : dhala. (AC from early sources)

88.3a Ngariqu Location as in 'RLS' S55 (AIAS S46)

Ngariqu (AC, AIAS, SAW), Ngari go (O'G, 'RLS'),
Ngarrogo (Howitt)

Comment as in 'RLS'.

88.3b Wolgal See 'RLS' S67 (AIAS S47)

No further information except Wurm continues to list
here.

88.4 Ngunawal D35 (AIAS D3)

No fresh information except Wurm's 1970 listing.

'man' : myning ? (C:196)

[88.5a Gandangara See 89Aa*.]

88.5b Daruk See Dharuk 89Ab*.

88.5c Kameraigal See 89.2d. ]
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